We study transport of fermions in a system composed of a short optical lattice connecting two finite atomic reservoirs at different filling levels. The average equilibration current through the optical lattice, for strong lattice-reservoir coupling and finite temperatures, is calculated within the Landauer formalism using a nonequilibrium Green's functions approach. We moreover determine quantum and thermal fluctuations in the transport and find significant shot-to-shot deviations from the average equilibration current. We show how to control the atomic current by engineering specific optical lattice potentials without requiring site-by-site manipulations and suggest the realization of a single level model. Based on this model we discuss the blocking effect on the atomic current resulting from weak interactions between the fermions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ultracold atoms in optical lattices have been proven to be perfectly suited for implementing physical models of interest to the field of atomic and condensed matter physics [1, 2] . Specifically, an important part of the related experimental efforts have improved and are still extending our understanding of nonequilibrium quantum transport. These efforts have resulted in the observation of fundamentally interesting quantum mechanical processes such as Bloch oscillations [3] , Landau-Zener tunneling [4] , and interaction-controlled transport [5] . Studying nonequilibrium transport in optical lattices has several advantages over conventional condensed matter systems: Ultracold atoms exhibit slow coherent quantum dynamics (with kilohertz tunneling rates) and are detectable in small numbers on microscopic scales. In addition, the ability to tune the interactions between atoms via Feshbach resonances makes it possible to investigate transport of interacting and noninteracting particles.
While many transport-related experiments employed tilted lattice potentials, alternative setups for studying nonequilibrium phenomena have been suggested, in which a current of particles flows between two atomic reservoirs. Micheli et al. [6] [7] [8] pointed out that, analogous to a transistor, an impurity atom may be utilized to control the flow of a one-dimensional Bose or Fermi gas. They considered the full time-dependent coherent dynamics of the ultracold gas in a closed system and determined the particle current by using analytical approximations [7] and time-dependent density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) calculations [8] .
Pepino et al. [9, 10] generalized this idea by replacing the single impurity with an optical lattice coupled to separate bosonic reservoirs in order to emulate the behavior of semiconductor electronic circuits (see also [11] ). In Refs. [9, 10] reservoirs were introduced and specified as large sources or sinks of particles at zero temperature with a Fermi-sea-like energetic distribution, constant chemical potential, and fast-decaying systemreservoir correlations. A quantum master equation, relying on weak system-reservoir coupling, was used to describe time evolution of the system, thereby in part eliminating the coherent evolution of the reservoir.
Here we consider the evolution of a one-dimensional Fermi gas loaded into an optical lattice which is partitioned into two large incoherent reservoirs L and R connected by a short coherent region C, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this setup the difference in the chemical potentials µ L and µ R of reservoirs L and R drives a current of fermionic atoms through the coherent region C.
FIG. 1. (Color online)
Fermions confined to an optical lattice hop from the left reservoir L through a short coherent part C (sites 1 to m) into the right reservoir R. The hopping parameters Ji,j , the on-site energies εj, and the couplings JL and JR may take arbitrarily engineered values, whereas the hopping parameter in the reservoirs J0 is held constant.
In contrast to previous theoretical works, we take a mesoscopic perspective on nonequilibrium transport between the atomic reservoirs: We analyze the evolution of the Fermi gas within the Landauer formalism [12, 13] , where transport is described as a transmission process through the coherent region C with fermions emitted and absorbed by the reservoirs L and R, respectively. In this vein, we understand reservoirs to be finite containments filled with noninteracting fermions in the ground state, characterized by a Fermi distribution with finite temperature and well-defined (but not necessarily constant) chemical potential. The transmission is determined by a nonequilibrium Green's functions (NEGF) approach in the tight-binding picture [14, 15] . This approach allows us to consider a wide range of experimentally relevant parameters. Moreover, we express our results in terms of the number of atoms accumulated in the reservoirs, which (in particular for small currents) may be more accessible in experiments than the current. Accordingly, we complement and significantly extend the results in Refs. [9, 10] in several directions for the case of fermionic atoms: First, we take into account that experimental ultracold systems are finite and therefore we describe not only instantaneous steady-state currents at constant chemical potentials but the full equilibration process between the reservoirs. Second, our analysis is valid for arbitrarily engineered configurations of the coherent region C and for strong coupling to the reservoirs, thereby going beyond the weak-coupling expansion in Refs. [9, 10] . Strong coupling indeed corresponds to the most elementary setup with the parts L, R and C consisting of a single homogeneous optical lattice. Third, by using the tools of full counting statistics [13] and considering intrinsic damping mechanisms we explicitly evaluate the evolution of the fluctuations in the current. These fluctuations indicate large shot-to-shot deviations from the average value in repeated measurements of the number of particles in the reservoirs. Our approach includes finite-temperature effects relevant to both the average current and the fluctuations. For instance, thermal fluctuations are shown to build up during the equilibration process until they reach a constant value proportional to the temperature of the Fermi gas.
In the first part of this paper we analyze the evolution of the Fermi gas within the NEGF-Landauer formalism. In this framework we discuss the properties of the system in terms of the average current, the filling levels of the reservoirs, and fluctuations of these quantities. In the second part we first apply the formalism to the case of constant transmission between the reservoirs and subsequently discuss more complex situations. In particular, we show how to control the current by modulating the connecting optical lattice with the help of additional optical potentials. Finally, we suggest a way to realize a single-level model and demonstrate that in this model even weak interactions between the fermions are sufficient to reduce the atomic current.
II. NEGF-LANDAUER MODEL
We start with the theoretical framework required to determine the average equilibration current through the lattice and the filling levels of the reservoirs. The Hamiltonian of the system within the lowest Bloch band and in the tight-binding approximation isĤ C +Ĥ L +Ĥ R +Ĥ I witĥ
where the central part C is formed by the sites 1 to m and i, j denotes the sum over nearest neighbors. The operatorsĉ † j (ĉ j ) create (annihilate) a spin-polarized fermion in a Wannier state localized at site j. The hopping parameters in the central part and in the reservoirs are J i,j and J 0 , respectively, and ε j are on-site energies. The couplings J L and J R connect the central part to the reservoirs which are each composed of M sites.
The HamiltonianĤ S , not specified explicitly, represents interactions of the reservoirs with an engineered environment, e.g., with an atomic gas or optical radiation that is not necessarily far detuned. The interactions introduced byĤ S add dissipative and incoherent processes to the reservoirs so that they act as semiclassical systems equivalent to metallic electrodes. These processes are assumed to destroy coherence and to relax the fermions to the ground state on a time scale shorter than /J 0 , making it possible to attribute a Fermi distribution with well-defined temperature and chemical potential to the reservoirs. An explicit scheme suggested in Ref. [16] achieves this aim through a combination of coherent laser excitations and dissipation into an ambient superfluid. First, fermions with high momentum are transferred into the first excited band of the optical lattice via a Raman process. Subsequently, the excited states decay into the lowest Bloch band due to emission of phonons into the superfluid. An iteration of this procedure results in a stable Fermi distribution of the atoms in the reservoirs.
To apply the Landauer formalism modified to account for the finite size of the reservoirs, we introduce the number operatorsN α , with α = L or R, measuring the number of fermions in the reservoirs and the expectation values N α . We specify the state of the system by the average particle number N α and the current ∂ t N α through the central part. To obtain the current in the Landauer formalism we treat the connecting optical lattice as a scattering potential with the energy-dependent transmission T (ε). Hence the average current ∂ t N R = −∂ t N L is the sum of all possible scattering transfers between the two reservoirs
The Fermi functions of the reservoirs are f α (ε, t) = [e (ε−µα)/kB T + 1] −1 , with the Boltzmann constant k B , the temperature T , and the time-dependent chemical potential µ α (t). Note that Eq. (2) is approximately valid provided that f α (ε, t), or equivalently µ α (t), varies slowly on the microscopic time scale /J 0 . This can readily be achieved by either increasing the size of the reservoirs M or decreasing the transmission through the central part C.
The chemical potential µ α is related to the particle number N α since the reservoirs are finite and the total number of fermions in the system is fixed. The implicit relation between µ α and the particle number N α is
with the density of states of the reservoir given by ρ(ε) = 1/π (2J 0 ) 2 − (ε − 2J 0 ) 2 for 0 ≤ ε ≤ 4J 0 and zero otherwise. Upon solving Eq. (3) for µ α (t), either analytically or numerically, one finds the chemical potential µ α (t) as a function of N α (t) . Thus, as a consequence of the finite-size reservoirs the Landauer formula in Eq. (2) becomes a closed (integro-differential) equation for N α (t) . The transmission T (ε) is efficiently determined by use of the NEGF approach [14, 15] . In terms of Green's functions we have
where G i,j (ε) is the full retarded Green's function for the central part and Γ α (ε) = 2πJ 2 α ρ α (ε) describes the coupling to the reservoirs. Here, ρ L (ε) and ρ R (ε) are, respectively, the local density of states at sites 0 and m+1 (see Fig. 1 ). Consequently T (ε) encodes the coherent evolution of the central part, governed byĤ C , as well as the coupling to the reservoirs.
To calculate the full Green's function G i,j (ε) fromĤ C we start with the bare Green's function g i,j (ε) whose components obey the equation
or equivalently g(ε) = 1/(ε − H C ), with both the Green's function and H C in matrix notation. The bare Green's function g i,j (ε) with poles at the energy levels of H C would be sufficient to determine the transmission if the coherent region C were coupled weakly to the reservoirs. However, the full propagation of a fermion between the sites i and j includes excursions into the reservoirs due to the coupling, which leads to the broadening Γ α ∼ J 
The relevant matrix element for the transmission G 1,m is then obtained from Eq. (5) by solving a set of simultaneous equations for
For our specific setup we treat the reservoirs as semiinfinite optical lattices, for which the Green's functioñ g i,j at the end site 0 reads [15] 
andg m+1,m+1 =g 0,0 ; the local density of states is given by ρ α (ε) = −(1/π)Img 0,0 (ε). These relations allow us to find explicit expressions for the couplings Γ α and the self-energies Σ α in Eq. (5).
III. FLUCTUATIONS AND DAMPING
So far our analysis was restricted to the average fermion number N α (t) and the current ∂ t N α (t) , which are found from Eqs. (2) and (3) for a given transmission T (ε) in Eq. (4). We now turn our attention to quantum and thermal fluctuations present in the system. To simplify the problem of determining the fluctuations we treat creation and damping processes separately and, if possible, add their effects together.
Fluctuations created during the evolution of the system can be found by using the Levitov formula [13] , which yields the full counting statistics of thermal and quantum fluctuations provided N α (t) and hence µ α (t) are known. However, we limit our analysis to the most relevant statistical parameter, namely the variance of the number of fermions δN
2 . With initially no fluctuations present we find for the variance δN 2 α (t) after a time t according to the Levitov formula
where we introducedf α (ε, t) = 1 − f α (ε, t) andT (ε) = 1 − T (ε). At zero temperature, Eq. (6) describes the creation of quantum fluctuations caused by the probabilistic nature of the particle transfer through the optical lattice.
On the other hand, at equilibrium between the reservoirs and for T (ε) ≡ 1 the fluctuations are purely thermal. Unlike in conventional mesoscopic systems with infinite-sized electrodes, the fluctuations described by Eq. (6) are constantly damped out at a rate γ. This intrinsic damping occurs because fluctuations in the current immediately lead to fluctuations of the chemical potentials, which drive the system back to the evolu-tion according to the mean-field description N α (t) . To find an explicit expression for the intrinsic damping γ we determine the change in the chemical potential δµ α caused by an excess of particles δN α ≪ N α with respect to N α . From Eq. (3) we obtain N α + δN α = M dερ(ε)f α (ε, µ α + δµ α ), which to lowest order in δµ α and δN α results in the linear dependence
Note that ρ T (µ α ) reduces to ρ(µ α ) in the case T = 0 and to k B T /4 in the limit of infinite temperature. Similarly, we expand the Landauer formula to lowest order in δµ α and ∂ t (δN α ) and use the relation δµ α = δN α /M ρ T (µ α ) to find the time dependence for small fluctuations ∂ t (δN α ) = −γ δN α with the damping factor
where T T (µ α ) is defined in the same way as ρ T (µ α ) in Eq. (7). The factor γ depends on the filling level of the reservoirs and is therefore time dependent in general. Importantly, γ is always positive and thus fluctuations are indeed damped out. As a result, the fluctuations in the system depend not only on the properties of the coherent region but also on the reservoirs via their density of states ρ(ε) evaluated at the filling level. Thus by choosing the appropriate reservoirs it should be possible to perform experiments in either the fluctuation-dominated or the mean-field regime. This works particularly well for an optical lattice reservoir since its density of states varies considerably over the entire bandwidth 4J 0 so that the intrinsic damping γ can be tuned over a wide range.
IV. CONSTANT TRANSMISSION
To gain physical insight into the transport between reservoirs we apply our general results to the important special case of constant transmission: T (ε) ≡ T 0 for 0 ≤ ε ≤ 4J 0 and zero otherwise, where the constant transmission T 0 takes values 0 ≤ T 0 ≤ 1. In this case the Landauer formula for the current reduces to ∂ t N R = T 0 ∆µ/2π and hence one only has to determine the dependence of ∆µ = µ L − µ R on the average particle number N α and the temperature T .
For concreteness we consider the equilibration process in the low-temperature regime k B T ≪ J 0 , neglecting corrections of the order (k B T /J 0 )
2 . In this case the chemical potential difference is ∆µ = 4J 0 cos(π N R /M ) assuming the initial conditions N L = M and N R = 0. Solving the Landauer equation we obtain the evolution of the filling level N R (t) = CU arctan [sinh(t/t eq )] and the current through the central region ∂ t N R (t) = (U/R) sech(t/t eq ). The equilibration time scale t eq = RC satisfies t eq ≫ /J 0 in the relevant parameter regime as required for Eq. (2) to be valid. Here, analogous to a classical RC circuit, we introduced the resistance R = 2π /T 0 , the capacitance C = M/4πJ 0 , and initial capacitor voltage U = 4J 0 .
We next determine the evolution of the fluctuations during the equilibration process. For simplicity we assume from now on that T 0 is close to unity, i.e., T 0 ≈ 1, so that predominantly thermal fluctuations with δN 2 α (t) = 2tk B T /R are created during the equilibration process, as can be found from the Levitov formula in Eq. (6). Since correlations of thermal fluctuations decay fast on the time scale t eq , the evolution of the deviations δN R from N R (t) can be expressed in the form of a Langevin equation
The time-dependent damping factor resulting from Eq. (8) reads γ(t) = sin[π N R (t) /M ]/RC and thus damping increases as the system approaches equilibrium. The fluctuations are represented by the stochastic force ξ(t) and satisfy the condition ξ(t)ξ(t ′ ) = (2k B T /R) δ(t − t ′ ). Using standard techniques for stochastic problems [17] we find the evolution of the fluctuations δN 2 R (t) = Ck B T sech 2 (t/t eq ) t/t eq + tanh(t/t eq ) .
We see that the fluctuations increase linearly in the regime t/t eq ≪ 1, where damping is weak according to Eq. (8) . On the other hand, in the limit t/t eq ≫ 1 the fluctuations converge to the constant value Ck B T , which results from the competition between thermal fluctuations and the intrinsic damping γ = 1/RC at equilibrium. Figure 2 shows the time evolution of the average filling level N R (t) /M and the fluctuations in the right reservoir. The filling level increases linearly in the regime t/t eq ≪ 1 and saturates at the equilibrium value N R = N L = M/2. Thermal fluctuations around the average are limited by damping; however, they indicate significant shot-to-shot deviations from the average filling level. Of particular interest is the Fano factor defined by F = δN 2 R (t) / N R (t) , which is independent of the size of the reservoirs M and gives a direct measure of the temperature of the system. The Fano factor converges to the value F = k B T /2πJ 0 as the system equilibrates, i.e., in the limit t/t eq ≫ 1. This result even holds for arbitrary constant transmissions T 0 as quantum fluctuations are damped out in this limit.
An elementary experimental configuration with constant transmission, namely T 0 ≈ 1, consists of a single homogeneous optical lattice partitioned into a sufficiently long coherent part C and the reservoirs L and R. The corresponding hopping parameters and couplings are J i,j = J 0 and J α = J 0 , respectively. In fact, the strong couplings J α lead to significant broadening of the cosine-distributed energy levels of the coherent part [18] . As a consequence, the broadened energy levels merge together in the regime J α ≫ 2πJ 0 /m, which results in an approximately constant transmission.
V. TRANSMISSION ENGINEERING
The usefulness of the NEGF-Landauer formalism is most evident if we want to calculate the current through an engineered optical lattice with tailored parameters J i,j and ε j . Since the optical lattice potentials for the reservoirs and the central region would most likely be produced by the same counterpropagating laser beams we set J i,j = J α = J 0 and focus on modified on-site energies ε j . A possible experimental configuration with tailored on-site energies ε j involves one (or several) laser beams crossing the central region perpendicular to the optical lattice. The optical potential caused by a single beam centered at position ν shifts the energies as with the potential strength V and width σ measured in units of lattice spacings. Depending on the detuning, V may take positive or negative values [19] . We emphasize that unlike the scheme proposed in Ref. [9] such a configuration does not require site-by-site control of the optical lattice, neither of the on-site energies ε j nor the hopping parameters J i,j or J α .
A specific setup consists of a single laser beam, centered at ν ≈ m/2 and with beam waist σ ∼ m/4, acting as a V -dependent switch for the fermion current. The potential shifts the energies ε j out of the reservoir band and thus reduces the transmission significantly, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . This configuration provides the possibility to study the dependence of the fluctuations on the transmission T (ε) and the temperature T of the fermions: If we choose the initial conditions N L = M , N R = 0 and stay far from equilibrium then according to Eq. (8) damping is negligible. As a consequence, thermal and quantum fluctuations lead to significant deviations of the filling level from N R (t) , which are detectable by counting the actual number of fermions in the right reservoir. Figure 4 shows the average particle number N R (t) and the expected fluctuations for modulations of the optical lattice with two different potential strengths V . At zero temperature, only quantum fluctuations caused by the limited transmission contribute, whereas at finite temperature fluctuations are further increased. By comparing Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) we see that quantum fluctuations become more important for reduced transmissions, i.e., for stronger potential strengths V .
A paradigmatic system in the context of mesoscopic physics is the single-level model [15] , or in the case of interacting fermions the Anderson impurity model [20] . These models may be used, e.g., to study the Kondo effect or to describe transport through a single quantum dot. Realization of a single-level model can be achieved by means of two laser beams with different detuning leading to energy shifts
If the beams are separated with ν 1 − ν 2 ∼ m/2 and narrow σ ∼ m/4 then for sufficiently strong potentials V 1 , V 2 > 0 the transmission exhibits a single peak, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . The position of the peak depends on the ratio V 1 /V 2 and the strength of the potentials determines the width of the peak, i.e., the effective coupling to the reservoirs. The emergence of the single level can be understood in the energy band picture: The first beam shifts the unmodulated band of width 4J 0 upward, while the second beam shifts the band downward. As a consequence, a small region between the beams is isolated from the reservoirs and acts as a single energy level. The effective couplings Γ α of the level to the reservoirs, or equivalently the width of the single level, is readily controllable by the strengths of the beams V 1 and V 2 . This makes it possible to access the weak-coupling regime considered in Ref. [9] as well as the strong-coupling regime without the requirement of specific control of the hopping parameters J α .
VI. EFFECT OF INTERACTIONS
Let us now discuss the effect of weak interactions between the fermions on the basis of the single-level model. If we consider a spin-balanced mixture of fermions in two different internal states, denoted by up and down, then the total Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) is augmented by the interaction termĤ U = U jn ↑ jn ↓ j . Here, U is the either positive or negative interaction strength between the fermions andn ↑ j (n ↓ j ) is the occupation number operator for the up (down) states. For our analysis we use the mean-field approximationn
which we expect to be valid for sufficiently small reservoirs and low filling levels [21] . The chemical potentials of the reservoirs µ α are changed accordingly due to the interactions; e.g., the chemical potential for spin-up states is given by µ
In the following we will however neglect these trivial changes.
The effect of interactions on the single level is to shift its original (U = 0) position ε 0 by the interaction energy; e.g., for spin-up fermions the level position is ε 0 + U n ↓ . The corresponding Green's function reads
with the effective couplings Γ α . The occupation of the single level is given by
with the time dependence of the Fermi functions omitted.
In the case of a spin-balanced mixture with n ↑ = n ↓ the Green's function G ↑ (ε) and the occupation n ↑ can be determined self-consistently to obtain the transmission T (ε) ∝ |G ↑ (ε)| 2 , which is the same for both internal states. In principle, the average particle number N α (t) and the current ∂ t N α (t) are then evaluated as for noninteracting fermions.
The effect of interactions on the transmission can be qualitatively understood in the wide-band limit with constant couplings Γ α = Γ. Inserting G ↑ (ε) into Eq. (10) then yields the self-consistent equation for the occupation [20] 
where the average occupation number applies to both spin states; i.e., n = n ↑ = n ↓ . Figure 5 shows the average occupation n of the single level and the energy shift U n as a function of the interaction strength U according to Eq. (11). For repulsive interactions U > 0 we observe a depletion of the single level and a shift to higher energies. This shift is bounded by µ L in the limit of vanishing coupling Γ, but takes values larger than µ L in the case of finite Γ. For attractive interactions U < 0 the occupation n increases and makes an abrupt transition to n ≈ 1 accompanied by a shift of the level below µ R . In both cases the single level at ε 0 + U n eventually leaves the energy window between µ L and µ R , and hence the current through the level is strongly suppressed. Thus interactions offer an alternative approach to control the current through the lattice.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Using the mesoscopic NEGF-Landauer approach we have analyzed nonequilibrium transport of fermions through an engineered optical lattice for arbitrarily strong coupling to two reservoirs at finite temperatures. We have characterized the full equilibration process by calculating the accumulated number of atoms in the finite reservoirs, which is a directly accessible quantity in experiments. Considering experimentally relevant system parameters we found that the reservoirs equilibrate on time scales comparable to the duration of typical ultracold atom experiments. Our systematic analysis of created and damped fluctuations in the finite system revealed that the mean-field description gives an incomplete picture of fermion transport since significant shotto-shot variations from the average current, partly due to thermal effects, are to be expected. This is directly relevant to the emulation of semiconductor electronic circuits, where preferably single-shot measurements are required to determine the current [10] .
The study of fluctuations around the average current revealed additional information about the processes taking place in the system: We found that thermal fluctuations build up on the time scale of the equilibration process until they reach a constant value proportional to the temperature of the Fermi gas. As an aside, we note that thermal fluctuation between equilibrated reservoirs may therefore be used for thermometry of the system. On a more fundamental level, we saw that a decrease in the current due to a lower transmission of the coherent region is necessarily accompanied by higher quantum fluctuations. This correlation allows the experimenter, e.g., to distinguish between changes in either the chemical potentials or the transmission as the cause of a reduced current.
We have shown that modulations of a homogeneous lattice potential can be used not only to reduce the equilibration current, but also to realize a single-level model with full control over the position and the coupling of the level. This setup requires neither additional impurity atoms nor site-by-site manipulations of the optical lattice. Moreover, advanced experimental techniques for producing tailor-made optical potentials, by employing either acousto-optical deflectors [22] or holographic mask techniques [23] , are expected to further facilitate the creation of engineered optical lattices. Finally, our meanfield analysis of interaction effects revealed that even weak interactions between the fermions suppress the current through a single level, which can be exploited to control the current.
We conclude with the observation that our approach to nonequilibrium transport between finite reservoirs may be applied to similar ultracold atomic setups [24] or, more generally, to mesoscopic systems such as electrons on liquid helium [25] . Possible extensions of this work include transport of bosonic atoms, similar to the analysis in Refs. [7, 26] , quantum pumping between reservoirs using time-dependent modulations of the optical lattice [27] , and the effect of interactions between fermions on quantum fluctuations [28] . 
